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status and the Palestinian quest for statehood. (3) The
Palestinian statehood hybrid simulation, with cyber and
face-to-face rounds spread out in time, designed to reach
a compromise agreement between Israel and the Palestinians on the establishment of a Palestinian state.
In this chapter, we use the framework components
and their detailed attributes to describe simulations and
to indicate how the goals related to each component are
advanced. In the second part of the book, on implementation, we link platforms and boundaries to interactions
during preparations for the simulation, policy formation
activities, and world politics interactions.

players, all of them require joint physical presence among
participants who meet one another directly, see, speak,
hear, and interact synchronously at close quarters. The
Gulf nuclear face-to-face simulation, for example, took
place at a round table in a formal and well-equipped conference room on campus. The room, which usually serves
faculty, was very different from regular classrooms. It
contained modern and high standard furniture, advanced
screening facilities, sound equipment and Internet connections by cable for high-speed connection and via Wi-
Fi, so students could use their personal computers. Most
students also had smart phones so they could use cyber
resources during the simulation.

Platforms
Web Environment
This first framework component, platforms, characterizes
the physical and virtual settings where the simulation unfolds. It defines the stage for the simulation and details
the environments where encounters take place. Lecture
to-
face meetings,
halls or conference rooms host face-
and cyber “rooms” on social networks are their virtual
counterparts, like those created for the Middle East and
Palestinian statehood simulations. Decor and atmosphere
on stage serve as the theatrical setting for the simulation,
shape its interaction, and affect its outcomes.
How does the choice of platform promote simulation
goals? Table 1.3 summarizes the core goals related to
platform attributes and the most fitting type of simulation
to reach them.10
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With the emergence of the Internet and the development
of Web 2.0 applications, the platforms available for
running simulations were considerably expanded to the
cyber milieu. On these vast, new, and rapidly changing
spaces, players can meet and interact, although a full interpersonal exchange is hard to achieve in a virtual setting
where computer screens separate people and change the
nature of human experiences among them.
Despite the high-tech infrastructure, the only use of the
web during the Gulf nuclear simulation was the screening of YouTube clips prepared by the media teams, in
the midst of the simulation after the Israeli and Iranian
teams decided to strike each other. It served as a visualization of the violent exchange and the development of
Physical Infrastructure
an acute crisis scene. By contrast, the Middle East cyber
simulation took place on a virtual platform only, since
Among world politics simulations, a face-to-face encoun- the physical location of players from across the globe
ter is the most common genre. It is based on simple, natu- made it impossible for them to gather in one place. A
ral, and ever-present elements of conventional education: Facebook group created for educational purposes ena group of people at a physical location. While face-to- abled International Studies Association (ISA) scholars
face simulations may diverge in topics, scenarios, and from many countries to interact. Beyond meetings on the
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Table 1.3. Platform-Related Goals and Simulation Types
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